
I learned something by participating in this workshop.

8 responses

I am confident about using what I have learned.

8 responses
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I am likely to apply what I have learned.

8 responses

Applying what I learned will help improve library services to the public.

8 responses
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The contributor was responsive to the concerns of the group, as well as
individuals.

8 responses

The program was organized well and structured appropriately for the topic.

8 responses
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Overall, I think the workshop was excellent.

8 responses

Time allowed to cover the topics was:

8 responses
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How did you hear about the workshop?

8 responses

List serve

Email from INCOL

We are part of INCOL

Email listserv

E-mail from HR

I am on INCOL CE committee

Colleague

My organization



What were the strong points of the program?

8 responses

Perspective of an expert

Good, concrete suggestions

Suggestions for readings

Practical and applicable

Great information

Tolley's perspective is invaluable. We got to benefit from all the work she has done so we
can fast-track our own work of learning this topic.

Excellent interactive activities

I appreciate all of the online resources and books that were shared. Shared practices to
enhance self-care were also great.



What were the weaknesses of the program?

8 responses

Virtual programs aren't ideal for dialog.

There are some questions that are just unanswerable...

I didn't see a lot of actionable items. To me, it felt more like a literature review.

None

I'm not sure I'm in position to implement the changes, or to influence those that are.

This is such an important topic to me. I would have loved a retreat, multi-day workshop to
get into it in depth. I realize that is not INCOL's remit, so I'll work with the many resources
Tolley gave us.

A little disorganized, but not discouragingly so

Not your fault at all, but notely was difficult to refresh frequently.

COMMENTS or SUGGESTIONS about the program?

3 responses

Maybe more clarity about how to apply the information covered in the presentation.

Beautifully planned and executed. Kudos to Erin and all.

Thank you so much for all of the information!

Other comments you want to share with the presenter(s) or C.E. Committee?

0 responses

No responses yet for this question.



Future topics/speaker suggestions

8 responses

Do you have any presenters or speakers to recommend to the committee, such
as those you've heard at a conference or other workshop?

2 responses

If people feel they are interested in NVC (Marshall Rosenberg's method of nonviolent
communication) there are a few groups and practitioners in Spokane area. NVC is a
particular interest of mine as well, though I couldn't teach it. There are also lots of
recordings of full his trainings which are free online and a free version of the audiobook.
He passed away a few years ago. - Janine.Odlevak@scc.spokane.edu

The author, Jason Reynolds, would be amazing.
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I learned something by participating in this workshop.

6 responses

I am confident about using what I have learned.

6 responses

INCOL Fall 2021 Evaluation Form
(Workshop #2)
6 responses

Publish analytics
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I am likely to apply what I have learned.

6 responses

Applying what I learned will help improve library services to the public.

6 responses

Strongly agree

Agree
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Strongly disagree
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The contributor was responsive to the concerns of the group, as well as
individuals.

6 responses

The program was organized well and structured appropriately for the topic.

6 responses

Strongly agree
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Overall, I think the workshop was excellent.

6 responses

Time allowed to cover the topics was:

6 responses

Strongly agree

Agree
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Strongly disagree
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Too little
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Just right

100%



How did you hear about the workshop?

6 responses

E-mail from HR

INCOL

Library email

Email notification

My organization

work email

What were the strong points of the program?

6 responses

I appreciate the stories that were used to emphasize and/or illustrate the content.

it was all useful

We don't know what others have been through. Be kind.

Excellent presentation and the information is useful and timely!

I appreciated learning about the 6 principles and how I can apply all that was discussed
to teens.

I liked the interactive aspects where we were able to take the ACES and in the earlier
workshop the workplace safety quiz.



What were the weaknesses of the program?

6 responses

My own brain fog made it hard to go from topic to topic. The agenda was good, but a
more detailed outline would also have been helpful for me.

nothing was particularly weak

I can't think of anything

N/A

None

Only perhaps the large size and impersonal nature of zoom meetings made participants
less willing to participate fully.

COMMENTS or SUGGESTIONS about the program?

3 responses

I appreciate the acknowledgment that doing this kind of work in this way is difficult and
requires self-care, particularly if we want to keep doing it.

Great program!

Thank you so much!

Other comments you want to share with the presenter(s) or C.E. Committee?

1 response

I've been doing some work on my own (very porous) boundaries and, after attending this
workshop, I've realized that I need to pay attention to maintaining the empathy and
consideration that I've had for patrons in the past. Being strong in myself, being caring
with others and holding people accountable are not mutually exclusive. But it might be
hard. Hence the need for intentional self-care. :-)



Future topics/speaker suggestions

6 responses

Do you have any presenters or speakers to recommend to the committee, such
as those you've heard at a conference or other workshop?

1 response

A speaker about LGBTQ issues and programs would be really beneficial.
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